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CONVERSION FACTORS 
For use of readers who prefer to use inch-pound units rather than the metric 
(International System) units used in this report, the following conversion 
factors may be used: 
Multiply metric unit !l.v To obtain inch-pound unit 
meter (m) 3.281 foot ( ft) 
meter per day (m/d) 3.281 foot per day (ft/d) 
hectare (ha) 2.471 acre 
mi 11 ion cubic meter 810.7 acre-foot (acre-ft) 
million cubic meter per year 810.7 acre-foot/year 
(MCM/yr) (acre-ft/yr) 
kil ometer (km) 0.6214 mil e (mi) 
square kilometer (km') 0.3861 square mile (mi ') 
Sea level: In this report "sea level" refers to the National Geodetic Vertical 
Datum of 1929 (NGVD of 1929)--a geodetic datum derived from a general adjustment 
of the first-order level nets of both the United States and Canada, formerly 
called "Sea Level Datum of 1929." 
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SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION: 
ECONOMICALLY OPTIMAL WATER RESOURCES PLANNING 
By Richard C. Peralta, Keyvan Asghari, and Robert N. Shulstad 
ABSTRACT 
Thi s paper presents an approach for comput i ng economi ca 11 y opt ima 1 susta i ned 
yi el d ground-water extract ion strategi es and supportabl e irrigated crop acreages. 
Computed regional strategies maximize the present value of net economic return_ 
They are useful for long-term agricultural planning because they are sustainable 
even beyond the planning period considered within the economic optimization. 
The hybrid approach uses only steady-state flow equations and iterative 
simulation/optimization to reduce optimization memory requirements below that 
required by conventional models utilizing both steady and unsteady equations. 
SECTAR, a quadratic optimization planning model assumes heads w"ill evolve toward 
opt imal steady-state but does i ni t i ally not know the nonl i near rates of evo 1 ut ion 
in each cell. Rates of change in head are assumed, and opt imi zat ion is 
performed. Subsequently, a 1 inear or nonl inear simulation model computes actual 
time-varying rates of head change that would result from implementing the optimal 
strategy. Rates of change assumed in the optimization model are then corrected 
to correspond to simulated values. The process of assuming head-change rates, 
computing optimal pumping and eventual steady-state head values, and then 
simulating is repeated. Assumed and simulated heads are effectively the same 
within three or four cycles. Convergence occurs because of their common tendency 
to evolve to steady state. The procedure is applicable for situations of constant 
vi 
or time-varying transmissivity. Strategies developed for regions with initially 
stressed and unstressed potentiometric surfaces are compared. Evolution toward 
target steady-s,tate conditions and sensitivity of strategies to aquifer and 
economic parameters is presented. 
vii 
I NTRODUCTI ON 
Assume a scenario in which a planning agency wishes to develop an 
economically optimal sustainable cropping pattern for a region underlain by an 
aquifer. Consider the region as being divided into square cells. Assume that 
soil type or other physical or social factors form spatially variable yet tem-
porally constant upper limits on acceptable irrigated acreages in each cell. 
Assuming climatic constancy, the maximum potential water needs are unchanging 
with time. Let water availability be the constraining condition on feasible crop 
production. Assume that the agency wishes ground-water extraction rates to be 
sustainable after the end of the planning period. In effect, the agency wishes 
to determine an optimal sustained yield ground-water extraction strategy. In 
this paper, strategy' refers to a set of spatially distributed ground-water 
withdrawal values that are unchanging in time. 
Cl early a management model that incorporates an economi copt i mi zat ion 
algorithm and ground-water simulation equations is needed to compute such pumping 
strategies. Requirements are: (1) steady-state flow equations must be used to 
describe conditions at the end of the planning era in order to assure perpetual 
sustainability of pumping, (2) changing ground-water costs resulting from 
changing potentiometric heads must be considered within the economic optimization 
model, and (3) hardware limitations require that as few constraint equations as 
possible be used within the optimization model. Criteria 1 and 2 can be easily 
satisfied by using unsteady flow equations to describe heads during the planning 
era and by using steady-state equations for the end of the era. However, using 
that formulation requires a relatively large commitment of computer memory and 
time. For even a small problem involving 100 pumping cells and three time steps, 
rough ly 400 constraint equations (100 for steady fl ow and 300 to descri be 
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non 1 i near head-change rates resul t i ng from unsteady flow) are needed. Thus, 
consideration of criterion 3 suggests the need for exploring means of solving 
the problem using fewer constraints. 
The object i ve of th i s paper is to descri be an iterat i ve s imul at i on/ 
optimization modeling scheme satisfying the forementioned design restrictions. 
The modeling scheme includes a deterministic distributed parameter model, SECTAR, 
which develops optimal Sustained EConomic TARget surfaces. In so doing, SECTAR 
computes the optimal steady pumping strategies that cause the evolution of those 
stable potentiometric surfaces. 
These pumping strategies are useful for long-term planning because they are 
sustainable beyond the planning period considered within the economic 
optimization. They maximize the present value of the net economic return 
resulting from the use of water for irrigation. They differ from strategies that 
maximize present valu~ without assuring the sustainabil ity of the ground-water 
extraction rates. 
Transient hydraulic heads considered for economic optimization within the 
model are computed by an external ground-water flow simulation model and can be 
acceptably accurate for long-term regional planning. Economic factors vary with 
time to descri be the nonl i near changes in ground-water cost. Sequent i a 1 
optimizations and simulations are performed until transient heads assumed in the 
optimization model are acceptably similar to transient heads simulated by the 
flow model to result from pumping. Because only steady-state ground-water flow 
equations are used within the optimization module, it requires less computer 
memory than management models utilizing both steady and unsteady flow equations 
(one-fourth as many constraint equations for the problem mentioned above). 
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The methodology is discussed for a two-dimensional flow system in which 
transmissivity is constant in time. The method is applied to a more difficult 
hypothetical situation in which transmissivities change. A comparison is made 
of optimal strategies developed for that region assuming initially stressed and 
unstressed potentiometric surfaces. Evolution toward steady-state conditions 
is demonstrated. Sensitivity of strategies to aquifer and economic parameters 
is presented. 
RELEVANT RESEARCH 
Many researchers have reported the use of distributed parameter computer 
mode 1 s to develop opt i rna 1 vol umetri c ground-water management strategi es. Gorel i ck 
(1983) summarizes early efforts. Most such models utilize linear or quadratic 
optimization algorithms although dynamic programming is also used (Knapp and 
Feinerman, 1985). The linear and quadratic optimization models contain a policy 
objective function and constraint equations needed to assure the physical or 
nonphysical feasibility of developed strategies. It is appropriate to describe 
variations in model objectives and constraints that have been reported since 
Gorel i ck' s 1983 revi ew in order to i 11 ustrate the ut i 1 i ty of the approach 
presented in this paper. Examples of managing ground-water quality are omitted. 
Common objective functions are maximization of extraction (Yazicigil and 
others, 1987; Tung, 1986; Tung and Koltermann, 1985), maximization of net 
economic return or a surrogate (Tung and Koltermann, 1985; Peralta and Killian, 
1985; Casola and others, 1986; Yazicigil and others, 1987), maximization of 
target head attainment (Yazdani an and Peralta, 1985; Peralta and Kowalski, 1986), 
optimization of recharge management (Danskin and Gorelick, 1985; Li and others, 
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1987), or multiobjective optimization (Datta and Peralta, 1986; Peralta and 
Killian, 1987; Yazicigil and Rasheeduddin, 1987). 
Constraint equations usually assume transmissivity is unchanging in time 
and the app 1 i cabi 1 ity of 1 i near systems theory. There are 1 i near ways to 
compensate for the nonl inearities induced if transmissivity is not constant 
(Jacob, 1963; Heidari, 1982). These result in solving a linear surrogate of a 
nonlinear problem. 
Constraint equations utilize either response matrix or embedding approaches 
to represent either steady or unsteady flow (Bear, 1979; Gorelick, 1983). The· 
response matrix approach relies on the principal of superposition and uses the 
discretized form of the convolution integral as constraints to compute the 
changes in head that result from pumpi ng. Incl uded wi thi n the di scret i zed 
integral are influence coefficients developed externally by simulation models. 
In the embedding approach, finite-difference or finite-element flow equations 
are included directly as constraint equations. Each approach has advantages and 
disadvantages. The type of constraints that are used determine the time period 
for which developed optimal strategies are val id, the accuracy of predicted 
heads, and the computer time and memory requirements. 
The response matrix method has been used for designing a steady 
potentiometric surface (Bear, 1979). This method has been preferred for 
optimizing periods of ~nsteady flow and ground-water mining (Tung, 1986; Danskin 
and Gorelick, 1985; Peralta and Kowalski, 1986; Li and others, 1987; Yazicigil 
and Rasheeduddin, 1987). It can be relatively accurate because the external 
simulation model can use appropriately fine discretization in computing influence 
coeffi ci ents. Naturally, as the number of time steps for wh i ch heads are computed 
within an optimization model increases, so do required computer time and memory. 
As a result, report application plannin~ periods have not exceeded 15 yeaq 
(Yazicigil and others, 1987, Li and others (1987). Reported uses of such models 
make no promise concerning what heads will be like after the planning period, 
although Bear (1979) describes how this might be done. A model could use 
steady-flow equations as constraints on final heads and unsteady flow constraints 
for previous transitional heads. 
Models in which solely steady-state equations are embedded as constraints 
have proved useful for designing optimal stressed steady-state potentiometric 
surfaces for alternative water pol icies (Peralta and Peralta, 1986). If 
transmissivity is relatively unchanging with time, these models also compute 
the steady annual pumping strategies that will cause the gradual evolution of 
potentiometric heads toward their "target" elevations (Morel-Seytoux and others, 
1981; Peralta and Killian, 1985). Such pumping strategies maintain the 
steady-state heads once they are attained (Illangasekare and others, 1984) and 
can· sometimes be considered sustained-yield strategies (Peralta and Peralta, 
1984). With proper boundary conditions these strategies are sustainable forever. 
Justification for developing optimal regional steady-state water levels has been 
well presented by Knapp and Feinerman (1985). 
Use of steady-state constraints (as terminal conditions for a planning 
period) seems particularly important for agricultural areas in which economics 
may preclude the opportunity for future expensive diversion of riparian water. 
As in the Ogallala aquifer region, irrigated agriculture sometimes booms when 
water is easily available. As ground-water availability and irrigation 
decreases, so do crop production, the need for agricultural infrastructure, the 
number of jobs and land prj ces. Us i ng pumpi ng strategi es that assure the 
sustained availability of ground water helps prevent such situations. Of course, 
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one cannot easily state that the total long-term economic and nonc~onQmi~ b~n~fit 
of a sustained yield scenario exceed those of a boom-bust cycle. 
Previously reported steady-state embedding applications have not required 
the accurate description of transient water levels within the model. However, 
this ability is necessary for models that optimize economic return if ground-
water pumping lifts change with time. As previously mentioned, one could develop 
a combination optimization model that uses response matrix equations for all but 
the final time step and uses steady-state constraint equations to terminate the 
planning period. Such an approach would have the advantage of having relatively 
accurate representation of transient heads as well as assuring the sustained 
availability of ground water beyond the planning period. It could involve a 
great number of constraints however. In addition, unless terminal steady-state 
pumping was as great as previous evolutionary era pumping, managers would be 
faced with having to reduce crop acreages at the end of the planning period. 
An alternative approach, presented in this paper, requires significantly fewer 
constraint equations. 
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METHOOOLOGY 
Overview of the SECTAR Iterative Procedure 
The objective function of the SECTAR model maximizes the present value of 
net economi c return resulti ng from irrigated water use duri ng an N-year pl anni ng 
period. It considers benefits and production costs, including the time-varying 
costs of water. Distinct objective functions are presented for two different 
cases. The first case is appropriate for appl ication to an agriculturally 
undeveloped region with an initially unstressed water table. The second applies 
to a developed region. Assume that each model develops a pumping strategy that 
will cause the satisfactory attainment of a target steady-state potentiometric 
surface after NI years of groundwater withdrawal s. Simulation after each 
optimization determines whether NI is less or greater than N. If the surface 
at time NI is less than N, the models also consider a period of N2 years after 
the target steady-state ground-water levels have been attained. If steady-state 
levels are attained during the N year planning period, N equals NI plus N2. 
Otherwise NI equals Nand N2 is zero. 
The three-step i terat i ve procedure for developing an optimal strategy, 
assuming constant transmissivity, is presented below. Data and software used 
in this study are mentioned in the Applications section rather than here. This 
is done for clarity and to emphasize the fact that other computer programs may 
serve as substitutes within the procedure. 
1. Run the steady-state optimization model to develop an optimal pumping 
strategy for assumed values of NI, N2, spatially varying 
transmissivities, and spatially and temporally varying potentiometric 
heads. 
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2. Use an external 9round-water flow model to simulate the chan~e in heads 
resulting from implementing the optimal strategy. 
3. Use the predicted heads from step 2 to revise, if necessary, the values 
i •• Wm.~ in .¥.~ 11 f~r .~im~l.l r.yi •• Nl in~ ~iYi~Y i\ in\9 Fyri Od $ 
(time-steps) of relatively linear rates of change of head. 
Repeat steps 1 and 2 as needed until the heads, and values of Nl and N2 
assumed in the optimization of step 1, are demonstrated by the simulation of step 
2 to be appropriate. 
For constant transmissivities, convergence to the steady-state heads 
appropri ate for the steady pumpi ng values is assured to ultimately occur. 
(Consider the two-dimensional unsteady flow equation as a limit problem. As the 
change in time goes to infinity, heads become steady.) SECTAR merely uses the 
phenomenon of convergence to a steady-state potentiometric surface to insure that 
the difference between the heads assumed in the optimization model (step 1) and 
heads simulated by external model (step 2) will gradually lessen with successive 
cycles. 
Global optimality of solutions (computed by the quadratic programming model 
presented later) can be assured if: (1) transmissivity is constant in time, (2) 
agreement between assumed and simulated heads is complete, and (3) the Hessian 
matrix of second partial derivatives of the objective function with respect to 
the variables is positive definite. Whether one can claim global optimality 
depends on the tolerance acceptable in achieving "complete" agreement and how 
often one is willing to cycle through steps 1 through 3 above. 
If transmissivi~y changes with time, the procedure is slightly more 
complicated. After the first pass through steps 1 through 3, transmissivities 
to be used in the optimization model can be selected based on initial, final 
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steady-state, or intermediate heads. Optimal solutions computed using each set 
Qf Vi 1 m ~i ffrr I f9r real ism) in the exampl es presented 1 ater, wei ~hted 
transmissivities representative of the transient-head era are used. These give 
pumping strategies intermediate between strategies computed using initial or 
final transmissivity. Since assuring global optimality of computed strategies 
seems impossible, we evaluate the sensitivity of optimal solutions to differences 
in assumed transmissivity. 
Hydrogeologic Assumptions 
The SECTAR model scheme will be described by applying the model to a 
hypothetical study area (fig. 1). The following assumptions are appropriate for 
modeling two-dimensional saturated ground-water flow in the hypothetical area. 
A uniform grid containing 5 km by 5 km cells and block-centered nodes is used. 
The region's aquifer is heterogeneous, is isotropic and is a part of a much 
larger encircling aquifer system. The surrounding aquifer can provide recharge 
to the study area through each of the study area's peripheral cells. The area's 
peripheral potentiometric surface can be maintained at constant elevations as 
long as physical feasibility constraints are satisfied. In other words, as long 
as the rate of ground-water movement through the periphery does not exceed 
certain predetermined values, peripheral elevations can be considered as being 
relatively unchanging with time. Such constant-head/restrained flux (modified 
Dirichlet, Bear, 1979), boundary conditions have been justified previously 
(Peralta and Killian, 1985). If initial and final potentiometric surfaces 
satisfy the constraints on ground-water flow through the periphery, it is assumed 
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that any transitional surface will not significantly violate the boundary 
conditions. 
Except for ground-water pumping from wells, all recharge to or discharge 
from the study area's aquifer enters or leaves throush the peripheral 
constant-head/restrained flux (CH/RF) cells. There is no stream-aquifer 
hydraulic connection or recharge in any internal cells. Deep percolation to the 
aquifer from the ground surface is insignificant because of an intervening 
impermeable layer (fig. 2). There are no springs, therefore, pumping is the sole 
vertical discharge from the aquifer at internal cells. 
other Assumptions. Bounds and Constraints 
Decision variables actually optimized by the model during a particular 
optimization incl ude groundwater withdrawal s (p) and (Pm) recharge to the aquifer 
through boundary cells, (B) and (bm) and terminal steady state potentiometric 
surface elevation (HO) and hOm' Other values that can change with cycle 
'* j j-l include hm , hm' hm ,liN, N, and N2 • All of these are defined below. Diverted 
river water not included as a variable does change as ground-water withdrawals 
change. 
The. model computes optimal annual use of ground water and river water for 
crop production for each internal variable cell of an M cell study area. The 
Mv vari abl e head cells are surrounded by CH/RF ce 11 s. The maximum volume of 
irrigation water, Wm' that can be reasonably utilized for assumed proportions 
of potential crops in cell m, can be satisfied by only two sources of 
water--ground water, p, and diverted river water. River water can be diverted 
to MI of the cells. In these cells, where total water needs can be satisfied 
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by a combination of ground water and river water, the annual volume of diverted 
river water equals (wm-Pm)' In the (Mv-Ml) cells where there is no river water, 
the volume of unsatisfied potential annual demand equals (wm-Pm)' 
Figure 3 shows all HI cells shaded. There is no limit on available West 
River water divertable to Mlw of the cells. However, there is a 1 imit on 
available East River water divertible to Mle cells. 
Total volumetric water needs in the Mle-cell subsystem can be satisfied as 
long as subsystem ground-water pumping is no less than the difference between 
total water needs and usable divertable water. Water quality or other 
considerations may also require that some ground water be used to augment 
diverted water. Thi s constraint is expressed as a lower 1 imit on tot a 1 
ground-water use in the subsystem, Lp: 
M1w 
~ Pm .? Lp 
m=1 
( 1 ) 
Pumping at internal cells and recharge through CH/RF cells are constrained by 
finite-difference flow equations describing the steady flow that would maintain 
the fi na 1 opt i mal steady-state potent i ometri c surface once it has evolved. 
Optimal steady-state heads are also bounded. 
(U.) ~ (P) + (B) = [Tl{H") ~ (L.) 
(Uh ) ~ (H*) ~ (Lh ) 
where, 
(2) 
(3) 
{U.} and {L.} = (M x 1) column vectors of upper and lower 1 imits on pumping 
in internal cells and recharge or discharge in peripheral 
cells (L3/T). The mth element of U. equals the maximum 
potential irrigation water need, Wm• for a cell mj 
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{P} and {B} = column vectors of annual steady-state pumping (+l and recharge 
[TJ = an (MxMl symmetric diagonal matrix of finite-difference 
transmissivities, (l2/Tl; 
(fl*) = a columri vector of final optimal steady-state heads (ll. 
{Uh}and{lh} = column vectors of upper and lower limits on optimal steady-state 
heads, (ll. 
Objective Function for Initially Undeveloped Region 
The quadratic objective function of Model A maximizes the present value of 
total annual net benefits over a N year pumping ·period for the internal cells. 
It equals the sum of present values of annual gross returns, costs of ground 
water and surface water, and other production costs. 
Present value of gross returns, Pg, is the sum of returns of irrigated and 
uni rrigated 1 ands. Assumi ng that all water needs are sat i sfi ed in the Ml cells, 
but that there may be some unirrigated crops in Mv - Ml cells: 
Ml Mv 
Pg = {[ E rmwm] + [ E rmPm + (rdm(wm - Pml/Fcm)]}(P/A,i,Nl (4) M=l m=MI+l 
where, 
Pg = present value of annual gross benefits, $; 
Ml = number of cells at which both supplemental water and ground water are 
available; 
rm = weighted gross economic benefit that appropriately represents the return 
per unit volume of water for the assumed mix of irrigated crops that can 
potentially exist in cell m, ($/l3); 
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rdm = Vross benefit that results per unit area of dryland crop production from 
cell m, ($/L2); 
FCrn = weighting factor, the inverse of which is used to convert volume of 
unsatisfied potential irrigation water demand into acreage of unirrigated 
crop at cell m, (L3/L2); 
(P/A,i,N) = uniform series present worth factor assuming discount factor of i. 
This factor is used to convert N years of annual benefits into 
a present value. 
When computing the present value of total costs of using ground water, peg, 
one considers that some annual costs will change as potentiometric heads and 
dynamic lifts change. The rate of change in heads with time is nonlinear and 
spat i ally vari abl e. The foll owi ng ill ustrates how one can approximate the 
nonl i near rate of head change ina cell duri ng the Nl-year peri od of head 
evolution by using a series of J linear rates. 
Mv , 
PCg = E {[Ce h 0 + Gl (A/G, i ,lIN1 ) ](P/A, i ,lIN1) 
m=l m m m 
J , 
+ E [Ce h j-1 + Gj (A/G,i,lIN;l](P/A,i,lIN j )(P/F,i,N j _1 ) j=2 m m m 
'. + [Cemh m (P/A,i,N2)(P/F,i,NI)) + [Cm.(P/A,i,N)) } Pm (5) 
where, 
Cern unit cost, including energy, repair and lubrication cost for pumping 
associated with raising a unit volume of ground water one unit 
distance in cell m, ($/L3 .L): 
'0 
h m " total dynamic hQad QstimatQd for a rQprgsgntativQ WQll pumping in 
the center of cell m during initial conditions, (L); 
Gjm CeJhm - h':-' )/IINj ; j=1,2, .... , Nl 
= 
The change in ground-water cost from year Nj _, to year Nj' ($/L3); 
Nj - Nj_, = the number of years in time step j. liN, is the number of 
years from initiation to N,. This and the next definition mean 
that: IIN,=N,=Nl; 
number of years from initiation to the end of the jth time step in 
the evolutionary era. Note that Nj=Nl; 
h~j-' total dynamic head estimated for a representative well pumping in 
the center of cell m for water levels existing at end of time step 
j-l, (L); 
total dynamic head for a representative well pumping in the center 
of cell m when cell m is at its optimal steady-state head, (L); 
(A/G,i,X) = arithmetic series factor for converting a gradient cash-flow pattern 
into an equivalent X-year uniform series of cash-flow for discount 
factor of i; 
(P/F,i,N) = single-payment present worth factor for N years and discount factor 
i ; 
c~ unit cost of pump maintenance, not included in Cern' associated with 
each unit volume of ground water pumped, ($/L 3 ). 
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The total dynamic head, h , at a well pumping at the center of a cell 
(equation 5) can be expressed in terms of the potentiometric surface elevation 
, 
for that cell. Assuming static lift is the major component of h : 
(6) 
where, 
x j-l .,. 
hm = hm or hm. It is the head that exists at the end of time step j-l or at 
the optimal steady state, respectively, in cell m, (L)j 
h: = ground surface elevation at cell m, (L)j 
o hm = initial potentiometric head for cell m, (L). 
Assuming a constant cost per unit volume of delivered river water, Ca, the 
present value of the cost of diverted water, PCs, is: 
MI 
PCs = 1: C~ (wm - Pm)(P/A,i,N) 
m=l 
(7) 
The present value of all production costs other than those for water supply, 
PCp, is: 
Ml 
PCp {[ 1: 
m=l 
where, 
Cv = m 
Mv 
[E (Cvm + Cfm) Pm 
m=Ml+l 
(8) 
w@ightgd annual variablg production cost, exclusive of water supply, 
per unit volume of water for the mix of irrigated crops in cell m, 
($/L3 ) ; 
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weighted annual fixed production cost, exclusive of water supply, 
associated with unit volume of water for the mix of irrigated crops 
in cell m, ($/L3 ); 
Cdm tota 1 annual production cost of un it area per dryl and crop product ion 
in cell m, ($/L2 ). 
The objective function maximizing the net economic return for the N year 
planning period is the sum of the right-hand sides of equations 4, 5, 7, and 8. 
Redefining and rearranging to segregate constant, linear and quadratic terms 
yields equation 9. Model A, applicable for an initially undeveloped area, 
consists of objective (equation 9) and constraint equations (1 through 3). 
Ml Mv 
max Z = E (rm - C~ - CVm - Cfm) (PA)wm + E (rdm - Cdm)(PA/Fcm)wm 
m=l m=Ml+l 
Mv 
- E (C~h: (PA2)(PFl) 
m=l 
Mv 
Ml 
+ Cffioo(PA)}Pm + E Cam(PA) Pm 
m=1 
(Constants) 
+ E [(roo - CVm - CUlPA) - (l'dm - CdJ (PAjFcJ]Pm (Linear) 
m=Ml+l 
Mv • 
+ E [CGm(PA2) (PFl) + CGij}Pmhm 
m=l 
(Quadratic) 
(9) 
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where, 
PA = (P/A,i,N); 
PA8, = (P/A,i,fiN, ) with analogous definitions for AGfi
" 
and so forth; 
PA2 = (P/A,i,N2); 
PF, = (P/F, i ,N2- l ) with analogous definitions for other subscripts; 
Objective Function for Developed Region 
The objective function of a second model, Model B, accomplishes the same 
purpose as that of Model A. However, it applies to a region having a developed 
cropping pattern or having an already stressed potentiometric surface. 
Imp 1 ementat i on of a new strategy necess i tates the change from exi st i ng product ion 
practices. Unfortunately, some existing fixed costs of the original crops do 
not termin~t~ ;mm~diately (Fixed costs include general farm overhead, taxes, 
insurance and capita 11 replacement costs. \ . As a resu 11:, equat 1 on 10, ; nst.ead 
of equation 8, represents the present value of production costs, exclusive of 
water supply. 
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MI 
PCp = E Cvmwm(PA) + [G'm(AGO)](wm)(PAO) + Cf2mwm(PA) + 
m=1 
M2 
E CVmPm(PA) + [G' m(AGO) ](Pm)(PAO) + Cf2mPm(PA) + [Cdm(wm - Pm)/Fcm](PA) 
m=MI+l (10) 
where, 
9: = 
AGO = 
Cflm = 
(Cflm - Cfom) I NO is a gradient describing the linear reduction in 
fixed costs from the initial time to year NO, by which time the 
original fixed costs have disappeared; 
(A/G, i, NO); 
annual fixed production costs of original crops, exclusive of water 
supply, in cell m, (S/L3 ); 
annual fixed production costs of new crops, exclusive of water 
supply, in cell m, (S/L3 ); 
initial annual overlapped f1xed production costs between Cfl and Cf2, 
exclusive·of water supply, in cell m, ($/L 3 ). 
Model B consists of constraint equations (I through 3) and the revised 
objective function (equation II). 
MI 
max Z = E [(rm-Cam-Cvm-Cf2m)(PA) - (Cflm - Cfom)(AGO/NO)(PAO)] wm 
m=l 
Mv 
t I (rdm - Gdm)(PA/f~m) Wm 
m=Ml+l 
(Constant) 
Mv 
+ E [(rm- Cv"l - Cf2m)(PA) - (Cflm - Cfom)(AGO/NO)(PAO) 
m=M1+1 
Mv 
+ E [CGm(PA2) (PF1) 
m=l 
APPLICATION AND RESULTS 
Data and Software 
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(Linear) 
(11 ) 
(Quadratic) 
In presenting data utilized by the models, we first discuss constraint 
equations' requirements. Cells to which river water can be diverted are shown 
in figure 3. Constraint equation 1 is applied only for the left-most subsystem 
shown. The Lp for that area is 46 mill ion cubic meters (MCM/yr) (37,600 
acre-feet/year). For equation 2, the Uq for internal cells and the Lq for CH/RF 
cells are shown in figure 4. The Uq for CH/RF cells is a very large positive 
number, permitting the system to discharge if it desires. The Lq for VH cells 
is zero, to avoid recharge. Figure 5 shows assumed transmissivity values used 
to compute th~ [T] t~l'm~ in IlQuation 2. Thgse arE! basE!d on a hydraul ic 
conduct i vi ty of 270 ft/day. The Uh values in equat i on 3 represent assumed 
ground-surface elevations. The Lh values are also assumgd. 
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Average values of coefficients needed for the objective functions are shown 
in table 1. The h'o of equation 9 and 11 are computed from the appropriate hO 
using an empirical expression derived from simulations of representative wells. 
To demonstrate application of the model (equation 9) suitable for an undeveloped 
region, the hO values of figure 1 are used. These are computed by solving the 
steady-state two-dimensional flow equation assuming constant boundary heads and 
no internal pumping or recharge. To demonstrate appl ication of the model 
(equation 11) to an over-developed region, the hO values of figure 6 are used. 
Several computer programs are used to facil itate implementation of the 
iterative SECTAR procedure for the presented examples. Step 1 is aided by a 
program written to formulate the models properly for processing by an 
optimization algorithm. The developed program, an enhanced version of the SSTAR 
model (Peralta and others, 1985), is transferable and applicable to other study 
areas. Quadratic and linear optimization is performed via the general 
differential algorithm using QPTHOR (Liefsson and others, 1981). 
Step 2 of the procedure utilizes AQUISIM, a two-dimensional ground-water 
simulation model for unconfined aquifers (Verdin and others, 1981). AQUISIM 
estimates dynamic water-level response to the pumping pattern developed by the 
optimization models. It computes the heads existing in cells during the planning 
period and aids estimation of N1 and N2. An effective porosity of 0.3 and 
transmissivities appropriate for the saturated thickness existing during the 
several time steps are used. 
AoplicJtion to Initially Und~v~lop@d Region (Strategy Al 
The iterative process of assuming, simulating and comparing the rates of 
eh~ngQ in hQJd thJt occur wh@n d@v@loping a ~trategy for an initially wn~\r.r~~~ 
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regi on is illustrated in figure 7. It contai ns plots of the average of the 
absolute difference of simulated minus ultimate target steady-state elevations 
versus time. It shows the convergence toward steady-state heads with time that 
will result from optimal strategy implementation (solid line) as well as the 
convergence assumed in a final optimization (dashed line). Four iterations were 
required to achieve this fit. In the first optimization, a NI of 60 and a N2 
of 40 were assumed. In the second optimization, a N1 of 100 was assumed. The 
third optimization used three time steps (J = 3) with a NI of 100 years, but 
acceptable similarity was still not achieved. Finally in a fourth iteration, 
s imul at i on veri fi ed the convergence rates assumed in the opt imi zati on model 
(assumed heads within about a foot of simulated heads). 
Transmissivities used in equation 2 are changed after each optimization to 
conform to weighted values existing during the planning period. Transmissivities 
used by the simulation model in Step 2 are changed appropriately to be consistent 
with saturated thickness in time and to assure reliability of predicted heads.· 
The resulting pumping strategy from Model A is summarized in Table 2. Of 
the 356 MCM/yr (288,650 acre-ft/yr) of total water needs, 144 MCM/yr (116,630 
acre-ft/yr) is ground water, 60 and 70 MCM/yr (48,281 and 56,509 acre-ft/yr) are 
obtained from the West and East Rivers, respectively. Potential demand that is 
unsatisfied totals 83 MCM/yr (67,243 acre-ft/yr). The present value is 123 
million dollars for 100 years. 
Table 2 also sh6W~ th~ ~e~~agQS of diffgrgnt crops to b@ supported from each 
source of water. These are computed for each cell U~;~~ th~ samg prg~pgcifiQd 
proportions used to compute rM (found ln equation 4) fo~ that cgll. Each 
proportion dgpicts the fraction of water supplied to th~t cell to be used for 
each irrigated crop. The water availabl~ at a cgll from a sourCQ is multiplied 
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region is illustrated in figure 7. It contains plots of the average of the 
absolute difference of simulated minus ultimate target steady-state elevations 
versus time. It shows the convergence toward steady-state heads with time that 
will result from optimal strategy implementation (solid line) as well as the 
convergence assumed in a final optimization (dashed line). Four iterations were 
required to achieve this fit. In the first optimization, a Nl of 60 and a N2 
of 40 were assumed. In the second optimization, a Nl of 100 was assumed. The 
third optimization used three time steps (J - 3) with a Nl of 100 years, but 
acceptable similarity was still not achieved. Finally in a fourth iteration, 
simulation verified the convergence rates assumed in the optimization model 
(assumed heads within' about a foot of simulated heads). 
Transmissivities used in equation 2 are changed after each optimization to 
conform to weighted values eXisting during the planning period. Transmissivities 
used by the simulation model in Step 2 are changed appropriately to be consistent 
with saturated thickness in time and to assure reliability of predicted heads. 
The resulting pumping strategy from Model A is summarized in Table 2. Of 
the 356 MCM/yr (288,650 acre-ft/yr) of total water needs, 144 MCM/yr (116,630 
acre-ft/yr) is ground water, 60 and 70 MCM/yr (48,281 and 56,509 acre-ft/yr) are 
obtained from the West and East Rivers, respectively. Potential demand that is 
unsatisfied totals 83 MCM/yr (67,243 acre-ft/yr). The present value is 123 
million dollars for 100 y~Ar~. 
Table 2 also shows the acreage~ of different crops to be supported from each 
·source of water. These are computed for each cell using the same prespecified 
proportions used to compute r M (found ; n equation 4) for that ce 11. Each 
proportion depicts the fraction of water supplied to that cell to be used for 
each irrigated crop. The water available at a cell from a source is multiplied 
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first by the proportion of water assigned to the crop. The product is the volume 
of water assigned to that crop from that source. The optimal acreage for the 
crop is determined nex,t by dividing the volume assigned to that crop by the depth 
of irrigation water needed annually by that crop. In this case, average annual 
irrigation water need represents crop water requirements. It is not based on 
economic efficiency. 
Figure 8 shows the crop areas that are regionally optimal for each strategy. 
Figure 8a-c are for crops that require supplemental water. Figure 8d shows the 
distribution of dryland (unirrigated) soybeans where surface water is unavailable 
and where ground water should not be pumped to .attain regional economic 
optimality. 
The percentage of water needs met by ground water in Strategy A (using 
Model A) is shown in figure 9. Ground-water pumping in the cells supported by 
East River water totals 82 MCM/yr (66,046 acre-ft/yr), easily exceeding the 46 
MCM/yr lower limit. Figure 10 shows the percentages of the maximum allowable 
recharge requi red at peri pheral cell s to mai ntai n the opt imal steady-state 
potentiometric surface. 
The optimal potentiometric surface (fig. 11) is most depressed in regions 
where ground-water extraction is greatest (fig. 9). In those regions pumping 
in each cell averages about 1.2 MCM/yr (1,000 acre-ft/yr). 
Optimal steady-state heads (fig. 2 and 11) are lower than initial unstressed 
water levels, decreasing by 10 meters (m) (34 ft) in several cells. No cell shows 
an intl'e~S{! ;n gl'ound-wat91' 9l9vation from initial l8V8l to optimal level. 
Figure 12 shows the simulated evolution of heads in three cells that will result 
from pumping at optimal rates for 200 years. These cells are selected to display 
differences between optimal and initial elevations and head evolution. Even 
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though initial heads are similar for cells (6,9) and (9,9), optimal heads are 
quite different. 
Application to Developed Region (Strategy Bl 
The same assumptions made for the undeveloped area are used in applying the 
model to the developea area (Strategy B is developed using Model B), with the 
following exceptions. The initial potentiometric surface, hO shown in figure 
6, is quite stressed--more recharge through peripheral cells is required to 
maintain that surface than is judged sustainable. Thus the optimal target 
surface that is computed generally is higher than the initial surface. For 
accuracy in both simulation and optimization models, transmissivity is updated 
during each cycl e to represent exi st i ng saturated thi ckness. In addi t ion, 
assumed initial crops are considered by including Cfo, Cf2 and NO. Three cycles 
of optimization and simulation are required to achieve the satisfactory 
similarity between assumed and simulated head evolution shown in figure 13. 
This strategy provides slightly less total water, ground water, water from 
the West River than Strategy A (table 2). Strategy implementation would cause 
water levels to rise in most of the area. The total present value of Strategy 
B is 6 percent less than that resulting from Strategy A. This results from the 
extra fixed costs associated with the initial c~op and the ;ncr~ag~d ground-wat~r 
lift costs required by the lower initial potentiometric surface. 
Potentiometric head versus time for three selected cells is displayed in 
figure 14. In most cells, (9,9) for example, optimal elevations are higher than 
initial elevations. A sharp increase in simulated water levels during the first 
10 years, is followed by gradual convergence to optimal target elevation~. In 
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other cells, heads may even diverge from target levels for awhile. This occurs 
when neighboring cells do not simultaneously achieve their target heads. For 
example, head in cell (2,5) is initially at its optimal elevation. However, 
during the first 10 years of optimal pumping the water level drops more than 2 
m (6 ft). Subsequently, it returns to the optimal elevation. Heads may also 
"overshoot" their target elevations before returning. In cell (6,9) optimal 
elevations are lower than initial elevations. After initiation of pumping, the 
water level drops to slightly below its target before recovering. 
Strategy Comparison 
The difference in optimal target potentiometric surfaces for the two 
strategies are shown in figure 15. Although a difference of 6 m (20 ft) exists 
in some cells, most differences are less than 2 m (6 ft). Since constraints and 
bounds are ident i cal for both model s, the di fferences result from di fferences 
in formulation and coefficients in the objective function. 
The head evolution in two cells is compared for both strategies (fig. 16). 
Initial and/or optimal heads differ depending on strategy. Although optimal 
levels for cells (2,5) are the same for both strategies, the evolutionary paths 
differ. Initial and optimal heads for cell (9,9) differ radically, as do their 
convergence to optimal levels. 
Sensitivity Analysis 
Sensitivity analysis is accomplished by varying assumed parameters and 
computing the resulting optimal strategies using Model B (table 3). First, 
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coefficients in the objective function (equation 11) are varied. If all cost 
coefficients are increased or decreased by some percentage, the value of the 
objective function changes by the same percentage,' but the total volume of the 
ground-water pumpi ng does not change. Increas i ng the costs associ ated with water 
supply, Ca, CG, Ce and Cm by 50 percent, decreases ground-water pumping and 
objective function value by 0.2 percent and 51 percent, respectively. Decreasing 
the same costs by 50 percent, increases pumping and return more than they 
decrease in the previous example. Increasing return coefficients by 50 percent 
increases pumping only slightly but increases total return significantly. 
Increasing the discount factor from 8.375 to 8.875, does not affect ground-water 
pumping, but decreases objective value by 5 percent. Changing the discount 
factor more significantly would change the objective function value more, but 
would probably not significantly affect total ground-water pumping. 
It seems that total pumping is relatively unaffected by economic parameters. 
This conclusion is not comparable with the results of studies in which the 
sensitivity (elasticity) of irrigation water use to pumping costs and commodity 
prices is determined. Generally, in such studies, unit costs and benefits can 
be changed so much that it becomes economically undesirable to use ground water 
for irrigation. In this study the hydrologic boundary conditions and the 
sustai ned yi el d constrai nt prevent the potent i ometri c surface from droppi ng 
unreservedly. Thus, for the tested econom; c factors, us; ng ground water ; s 
generally desirable. Figures 8 and 10 show that there is significant pumping 
even where the depth to ground water (pumping lift) is greatest. 
Additional optimal strategy sensitivity to bounds on pumping and 
transmissivity is performed. The 1 imits on ground-water use in one cell can 
effect the volume of ground water that can be pumped in another cell via equation 
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2. Upper bounds on supplied water in each cell m, wm or mth element of {Uq }, is 
increased a random amount to develop a new set of limits (fig. 17). New total 
water need equals 1,128xl06 m3 (914xl03 acre/ft), 316 percent of the previous 
total. Table 3 illustrates that the total volume of pumping increases only 
slightly, although diverted river water increases a great deal. Recharge 
constraints are so tight that very little increase in pumping is possible. 
It is important to note the consequence of using initial or optimal 
steady-state transmissivities instead of weighted values in the optimization 
model (table 3). Water levels increase with time so transmissivities based on 
optimal heads average 2 percent greater than weighted values. This permits a 
5 percent greater steady pumping. Initial transmissivities, averaging 1.6 
percent less than weighted values, permit 7 percent less pumping. 
When assumed transmissivity is decreased globally by 20 percent, total 
pumping decreases. Some of the decrease is compensated for by increasing 
di verted water, but net return suffers. When transmi ssi vi ty is increased 
globally, increased pumping is permitted to enhance the objective function value. 
Upper bounds on supp l.i ed water restri ct pumpi ng and di verted ri ver water use. 
Diverted water decreases, but change in objective value is positive. 
Effective porosity is not included in a steady flow equation. Nor is it 
expressed explicitly within the management model. Its effect is considered by 
the "evolutionary" coefficients dgscribing the rate of change in head with time. 
Figure 18 illustrates how effective porosity affects head evolution. Sinc!! a unit 
extraction will cause a greater change in head in an aquifer of low porosity than 
in an aquifer of high porosity, evolution is most rapid for the smallest 
porosity. For Strategy S, as effective porosity is decreased the rate of head 
change increases--water levels rise more Quickly. Ground-watgr costs d!!crgasQ 
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and net return increases. For Strategy A, head decline increases with decreasing 
porosity, increasing ground-water costs and decreasing net return. 
SUMMARY 
The SECTAR model code develops economically optimal steady ground-water use 
strategies and irrigated cropping patterns. Regional strategies maximize the 
present value of net economic return for a multiyear planning period. Both fiscal 
discounting and change in cost of ground water due to head changes are considered 
in the optimization. When using appropriate constraints on physical boundary 
conditions, computed strategies represent sustained-yield strategies sustainable 
over the long-term--even beyond the end of the planning period. 
SECTAR uses a prediction-correction approach consisting of linked 
opt imizati on and simulation components. The quadratic opt imi zat ion modul e 
contains minimal simulation abilities to limit computational memory requirements. 
The s imul at i on model can be as detail ed as necessary to represent the flow-system 
conditions with desired accuracy. 
The cycl ic prediction-correction procedure begins when the optimization 
component assumes a series of periods of linear change in head between known 
initial head values· and unknown optimal steady-state heads. An optimal 
ground-water extraction strategy is computed. The simulation component 
determines actual rate of change that will occur if the optimal strategy is 
implemented. Optimization is p~rform@d an@w, utilizing improved estimates of 
head-change rates. Acceptable agreement between assumed and simulated rates is 
achieved within about four cycles. Convergence between predicted (assumed) 
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changes and accurately simulated changes in head with time results from the 
well-known phenomeno~ that applying a steady stimulus ultimately causes the 
evolution of a steady response. Continuing the optimal steady pumping maintains 
the optimal steady state. 
Models are presented for and applied to undeveloped and developed 
hypothetical aquifers. Resulting strategies are similar in terms of total 
ground-water use, but di ffer in economi c outcome because of assumptions and 
initial conditions. The evolution of potentiometric surfaces into within 0.3 
m per variable-head cell (1 ft/cell) of their target optimal steady-state 
condition requires about 140 and 90 years, respectively. Economic optimization 
is performed for only the first 100 years. However, by using steady flow 
equations, the model assures that water levels that evolve beyond that time 
satisfy imposed steady-state restrictions. 
Sensitivity analysis reveals that computed optimal ground-water use is 
relatively insensitive to economic parameters. Of course, these parameters 
significantly affect the objective function value. Ground-water use is a little 
more sensitive to global changes in aquifer parameters or limits on ground-water 
use than it is to economic parameters. A 15 percent increase in computed pumping 
results from a 20 percent global increase in assumed transmissivity. 
Interestingly, when transmissivities are changed to reflect simulated changes 
in head, much less change in total pumping occurs. This is partially explained 
bw.us~ traMmissivitills do not change much near peripheral constant-head 
recharge sources. Thus, it seems that optimal solutions are fairly stable. 
For cases where transmissivity is constant with time, computed strategies 
, 
can approach within acc~ptablQ tolQrancQ of global optimality. Although it is 
doubtful that global optimality can bQ practically achieved for situations of 
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time-varying transmissivity, sensitivity analysis indicates that the error is 
sma 11 . 
In summary, SECTAR is useful as a reconnaissance-level tool for planning 
the desirable spatial distribution of irrigated crops sustainable by ground 
water. The SECTAR approach permits i ncorporat i on of externally s i mul ated 
transient heads to provide reasonable estimation of the time-varying cost of 
dynamic lift. Computed optimal pumping strategies are sustainable beyond the 
end of the p 1 anni ng peri od. SECTAR accompli shes these tasks whil e requi ri ng 
fewer constra i nt equati ons wi thi n an opt imizat i on model than waul d other reported 
approaches. 
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Table 1.--Selected assumed values of constants for costs used in the model 
[See text for explanation of constants; m = meter;] 
Cd = $198 / ha ($80 /acre) 
= cost per unit volume of delivered 
river water 
= total annual production cost per 
unit area of dryland crop 
production 
Ce = $0.48 / 103m3 {$0.18 /acre-feet = unit cost, including energy, 
Cf = $0.67 / m3 ($826 / acre-feet) 
Cfo = $0.34 / m3 ($413 / acre-feet) 
Cfl = $0.67 / m3 ($826 / acre/feet) 
Cf2 = $0.67 / m3 ($826 / acre/feet) 
repair, and lubrication cost for 
pumping associated with raising a 
unit volume of ground water one 
unit distance 
= weighted annual fixed production 
cost, exclusive of water supply, 
associated with unit volume of 
water for a mix of irrigated crops 
initial annual overlapped fixed 
production costs between Cfl and 
Cf2 
= annual fixed production costs of 
ori~in~l crop~, Qxcluxiv8 of water 
supply 
= annual fixed production costs of 
new crops, ex~lusive of water 
supply 
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Table 1.--Selected assumed values of constants for costs used 
in the model--Continued 
Cm = $1.34 / 103m3 ($1.65/ acre-feet) = unit cost of pump maintenance, not 
included in Ce, associated with 
each unit volume of ground water 
Cv = $1.8/ m3 ($2,220 / acre-feet) 
Fc = 0.87 m (2.85 feet) 
i = 8.375 percent 
N = 100 years 
NO = 10 years 
r • $3.7 / m3 ($4 j 564 / acre-feet) 
rd = $222 / ha ($90 / acre) 
= weighted annual variable production 
cost, exclusive of water supply, 
per unit volume of water for mix of 
irrigated crops 
= weighting factor, the inverse of 
which is used to convert volume of 
unsatisfied potential irrigation 
water demand into acreage of 
unirrigated crop 
= discount factor 
= length of planning perlod for 
economic optimization 
= optimization number of years during 
which the original costs are fixed 
= weighted gross economic benefit per 
unit volume of water for assumed 
mix of irrigated crops 
= gross benefit per unit area of 
dryland crop production 
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Table 2.--Summar~ of annual results from Strategies A and B as comQuted 
b~ Models A and B. resQectively 
Strateg~ A Strateg~ B 
l. Total ground-water 144 144 million cubic meter 
withdrawal 116,630 116,826 acre-feet 
2. East River 70 71 million cubic meter 
water use 56,509 57,150 acre-feet 
3. West River 60 59 million cubic meter 
water use 48,281 47,940 acre-feet 
4. Total river 130 130 million cubic meter 
water use 104,790 105,090 acre-feet 
5. Total provided 274 274 million cubic meter 
water, (1+4) 221,420 221,916 acre-feet 
6. Total unmet 83 82 million cubic meter 
needs, * 67,243 66,747 acre-feet 
7. Rice supported 11,140 11,030 hectare 
by ground water 27,506 27,233 acre 
8. Irrigated soybean 22,280 22,060 hectare 
supported by ground water 55,011 54,467 acre 
9. Aquaculture supported 1,724 1,785 hectare 
by ground water 4,257 4,408 acre 
10. Rice supported 7,872 8,036 hectare 
by river water 19,437 19,843 acre 
11. Irrigated soybean 15,744 16,073 hectare 
supported by river water 38,875 39,686 acre 
12. Aquaculture supported 2,513 2,456 hectare 
by river water 6,204 6,064 acre 
13. Total dryland 15,481 15,320 hectare 
soybean 38,236 37,827 acre 
14. Total crop produced 76,760 76,760 h{lctar{l 
(7+8+9+10+11+12+13) 189,530 189,530 acre 
15. Present value from $ 69.00 $ 65.00 mill i onl 
ground-water use 100 years 
16. Present value from $ SU6 $ ~l.OO I\\ill; ~n! 
river water use 100 years 
17. Total present value !m.M 016.00 MnHnnJ 
(15+16) 100 years 
Table 3.--Summary of sensitivity analysis results. Percent deviation 
from results of Strategy B 
Ground-water Diverted Present 
Changes pumping river water value 
Return and cost 
coefficients increased 
by 50 percent 0 0 +50 
Costs associated with 
water supply increased 
by 50 percent -0.2 -0.4 -51 
Costs associated with 
water supply decreased 
by 50 percent +2 +2 +73 
Gross unit returns 
increased by 50 percent +1.4 +2.7 +107 
Discount rate increased 
from 8.375 to 8.875 
percent 0 0 -6 
Maximum potential water 
needs used as upper 
limit on pumping +2 +82 +115 
Initial instead of 
weighted transmissivity 
is used -2 +2 -1 
Final instead of 
weighted transmissivity 
is used +5 -4 +2 
Transmissivity globally 
decreased by 20 percent -4 +3 ·9 
Transmissivity globally 
increased by 20 percent t15 -9 +24 
(New Value - Strategy B Value) 
* Percent deviation 
'" 
100 x Strategy B Value 
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